Perfusive flow and intraparticle distribution of a neutral analyte in capillary electrochromatography.
The relevance and magnitude of an electroosmotic perfusion mechanism in electrochromatography is analyzed. To systemize our studies we first considered the transport of an electroneutral and nonadsorbing tracer. Based on the refractive index matching in a microfluidic setup containing fixed spherical porous particles, we conducted a quantitative analysis in real time of the spatio-temporal distribution of fluorescent tracer molecules during their uptake by (and a release from) single particles using confocal laser scanning microscopy. Even under conditions of a significant electrical double layer overlap the intraparticle electroosmotic flow produces due to its unidirectional nature and in striking contrast to the symmetric (spherical) distributions typical for purely diffusive transport strongly asymmetric concentration profiles inside spherical particles as the locally charged pore liquid begins to respond to the externally applied electrical field. The profiles retain an axisymmetric nature, i.e., rotational symmetry with respect to the field direction. Results of our measurements could be successfully interpreted and further analyzed by a compact mathematical model. Intraparticle Peclet numbers of up to 150 have been realized and found to significantly enhance the mass transport on particle scale towards the convection-dominated regime when compared to a conventional (diffusion-limited) kinetics.